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Years not decades *



SOFTWARE IS EATING THE WORLD  
(Marc Andreessen)





SOFTWARE IS CHEATING THE WORLD?  
(Me)



Cheating the world: can we hold the platforms responsible for what they enable?



Cheating the world: can we establish global standards of transparency and responsibility?



Cheating the world: can we require that technologies are not ‘designed for addiction’?



Cheating the world: can we require that technologies are not ‘designed for addiction’?



Technology is increasingly crossing the line towards dehumanisation 



…tempting us to value convenience over consciousness and humanity



…tempting us to value convenience over consciousness and humanity



…tempting us to value convenience over consciousness and humanity



Is this  
Silicon Valley’s* 
recipe  
for the future 
of humanity?



The singularity?   ’Transcending humanity’?

Wall-E via Youtube 



Technology is morally neutral until we apply it (W. Gibson)

…and we apply it everywhere, now



The question is no longer if technology can do something but why it should



"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a  
right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        

adapted from Potter Stewart



Ethics and humanity are not optional, or some kind of ‘externality’ 



Even though some CEOs may still think they can ‘transcend ethics’



Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity



Technology now has more power than oil, banking or the military* ever had



Technology now has more power than oil, banking or the military* ever had



The Cloud + AI + IoT: we’re building a new meta-intelligence 



The Cloud + AI + IoT: we’re building a new meta-intelligence 



This market will not self-regulate without some very substantial incentives



…and ’the market’ will not fix inequality, either 



Would you agree that we 

now have an ethical 

imperative to harness the 

power of the IoT, AI and 

Robotics for the collective 

good of mankind?

@gleonhard







We need an ‘EPA for Humanity’



Who will be Mission Control for humanity?

@gleonhard



Europe needs to be admitted to ‘Mission Control’ as an equal partner



Finding the right balance between technology and humanity  
will determine failure or success for all of us



Let’s not proceed 
blindly without  
agreeing on 
responsibility,  
rights and the basic 
ethical principles * 



The 2017 Asilomar AI principles: great overall guidance for the future of technology and business  

• Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible with 

ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

• Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

• Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

• Responsibility: those that design, build or run these systems are moral stakeholders 

• A technological arms-race (AI, genetics, geo-engineering etc) must be avoided

Via FutureOfLife.org



The biggest danger is not that machines will eliminate us but  

that we become too much like them





Because technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Are you on 

Team 

Human?



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it!



Thanks for your time and attention!

Download this deck at www.futuristgerd.com


